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more fuel to keep their core warm. They still must fill
am wearing shorts on this December day which
their bellies but do so while minimizing the calories
is no surprise since I wear my green khakis nearly
they use. Fortunately, chickadees have a varied diet
every day of my working life. We can wear shorts, flip
and will eat seeds, spiders, spider eggs, insects,
flops, and tank tops year-round in southern California,
and larvae. They search for their meals under
but today as I walked the trails and saw others
the ground, in the crevices of bark, in between
equally clad in warm weather attire, I got to thinking
leaves of evergreen trees, and even in the water.
about birds. I watched how a White-crowned Sparrow
The cold weather forces them to become
fluffed its tail feathers and wondered if it was cold. Even
expert survivalists. Some birds like
if it did feel a bit of a chill, for this sparrow
woodpeckers cache food away in
and all southern California native birds well,
White-crowned Sparrow
holes they drilled in trees, whereas
the “living is easy” at least with respects to
(Zonotrichia leucophrys)
others survive on the nutrient rich buds in the tops of trees, or
climate.
communal birds like American Crows share food locations. No
matter the tactic, these birds, big and small, score high marks
Life is much more tenuous though for birds who overwinter
for ingenuity.
in frigid, sometimes subzero temperatures. I was reading
an article abut how birds stay snug in the winter and for
My favorite bird is a
those, like Black-capped Chickadees who don’t migrate to
hummingbird, and these
warmer regions, they face two serious daily survival dilemmas:
little creatures have a brilliant
how to stay warm and how not to starve. Somehow these
adaptation for staying
intrepid warriors face insurmountable odds, but year after year
warm. The smallest birds on
manage to make it through to spring. The first hurdle they
Earth have a normal body
must overcome is to maintain an elevated body temperature
temperature of around 107
which, unlike our human 98.6 body temp, hovers around
degrees (although on cold
105 degrees for birds. Contrary to what would seem true
nights it might drop as low
and luckily for them,
as 48 degrees), but also has
chickadees, who have
high metabolic demands
bare feet and legs, don’t
and feathers, although
freeze because their foot
beautiful, which don’t
temperature is regulated
insulate them very well. So,
near the freezing point
their biologic response to
and may stay cold, albeit
Anna’s Hummingbird
Trude Hurd
(Calypte anna)
heat retention is to enter
with a continuous blood
torpor, a hibernation of
flow, even as the body
sorts, which serves as an energy conservation mechanism
warms up. Additionally,
Black-capped Chickadees
and slows their heart rate to just a few beats and brings
birds,
just
like
the
(Poecile atricapillus)
both their body temperature and metabolism down. While
White-crowned Sparrow
in this protective mode, hummingbirds lock their feet onto
I noted, keep heat in their body core by fluffing out their
a perch and enter a state of deep sleep (I even watched a
feathers making them appear chunky when they really are
video that showed a hummingbird in torpor and heard it
just increasing the insulation around their diminutive bodies.
snoring). Unlike hibernation though, a hummingbird can reAnd at night, when the temperature may dip even further,
enter the conscious world without much effort. Once they
these bold birds seek shelter in tree cavities or other cozy
wake from this inertia, which can take from 20 minutes to an
crevices. The other serious challenge is finding a consistent
hour, the hummers can fly away and resume normal activities
food supply which lessens in the winter when the birds require
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like eating, probably their favorite pastime. With extremely
productive metabolisms, hummingbirds are true “eating
machines” who consume nearly half their body weight each
day in nectar, insects, and spiders. They will fly off a perch,
find food, and return to the very same spot to digest. Once
their tanks are empty, they repeat the pattern of feeding every
10-15 minutes and may visit up to 2000 flowers a day to drink
the sweet sugary juice. Lucky for our southern California
hummingbirds, there are plenty of flowering plants still in
bloom at this time of year, as well as many feeders from which
to slurp.
Recently I was walking along the Los Trancos trail and
noticed an obvious and well-constructed bird nest in a bare
elderberry tree. I walk that path to the beach frequently and
don’t know how I never noticed the nest before nor observed
the bird doing the building. It’s as if it just appeared. I don’t
have a clue who it belongs to but was reminded of one of
our pandemic projects for the “Beautiful Birds” collection of
educational activities available on our web site. Check out
Beautiful Birds and Their Nests, a selection of different
types of nests that some local birds construct during the
mating season. There are some great photos and educational
information, but the real allure to this site is the hand drawn
nest and bird coloring pages designed by park aide Dorian
Yarnelson. In fact,
Dorian’s artwork
is so impressive
that he has been
asked to work on
another project for
our new Cultural
Crystal Cove web
page. Dorian is
in the process of
illustrating the 22
cottages that have
been restored
in the Historic District so keep checking out our site www.
crystalcovestatepark.com for this virtual art exhibit.
Anyone walking along the beach this past week would have
undoubtedly noticed the extreme high tides in the morning
or the remarkable low tides in the late afternoon as we
experienced King Tides. This annual phenomenon occurs
when the gravitational pull of the earth, moon and sun are
in alignment and this combined configuration causes the
greatest tidal effect of the year, about 1-2 feet higher than

average. For
example, high
tide Monday
morning was
7.2 feet so
the water was
coming as high
as the cliff edge
which means,
if you were
walkin’ you’d
be swimmin’, and the low tide, about six hours later, ebbed
to a -1.6 which is so low it feels like you can walk across the
ocean. In fact, my son Alex and I walked to Little Corona
del Mar Beach passing Little Treasure Cove and a host of
other rocky inlets which are rarely accessible. We ducked in
caves, scrambled over boulders, and touched the lifeguard
tower at our destination before scurrying back (didn’t want
to dawdle once the tide flowed back in lest we got stuck).
As coastal dwellers, sea level rise is of particular concern. As

we continue to burn fossil fuels like coal, oil, and natural gas
we add more carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases
into the atmosphere which acts like a blanket trapping in
heat that would otherwise escape. That “heat” warms the
Earth which causes the land-based glaciers and ice sheets
to melt increasing the water volume of the ocean. For the
4th year, California State Parks partnered with the California
Coastal Commission’s King Tides Project and participated in
a Facebook live presentation to raise awareness of sea level
rise and the impact on our coastline. The two hour live stream
started at San Elijo State Beach, stopped at Crystal Cove State
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Park where Alex spoke
about coastal erosion
using a model with
sand, water, Monopoly
houses, and plastic sea
animals to emphasize
the damaging effects
of sea level rise, and
traveled up the coast
to Van Damme State
Park in Eureka. At each
location, the presenter
showed the water
lapping dangerously
close to human
developments like campgrounds, cottage, or sea walls, and
made the point that King Tides, although a natural occurrence,
offer a glimpse into what the new normal will be if we don’t
halt our dependence on fossil fuels.
Sea level rise is just one of the many environmental
challenges facing birds, fish, marine mammals, and intertidal
invertebrates. Marine debris has long been a serious problem,
but now the omnipresent masks can be added to the list of
unsightly trash. As if they don’t already have enough difficulty
avoiding entanglement in human waste such as fishing line,
six-pack rings, ropes, and nets now these poor critters have but

another obstruction…
mask straps. Just like
with six-pack rings,
which we cut up to
avoid entangling
animals, the elastic ear
straps on disposable
masks need to be cut
before discarding for
the same reason. Easy
enough…snip and
scrap!
The year is about to
end. For most of us
it is time for a fresh start even if it is only a page turn of the
calendar year. 2020 was wrought with countless struggles,
but the arrival of January brings promise and hope that better
days are ahead. As Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote:

Adopt the pace of nature.
Her secret is patience.
Here’s a New Year’s toast to new beginnings. Cheers!

Winter

